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Learn More
Move Better ®
TriggerPoint™ empowers people to reach
an optimal level of movement by providing
the world’s best therapeutic self-care
products and education.
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Our mission at TriggerPoint™
is to keep you moving freely
and without pain.
It was chronic and debilitating pain that inspired our
founder, Cassidy Phillips, to take his health into his
own hands – literally. Starting in 2001, his body started
breaking down. He was told he would never be an athlete
again due to a muscular dysfunction. It became his
personal mission to understand muscular structure and
the regeneration of dysfunctional muscle tissue to create
a way to restore his body, and continue living an active and
healthy life.
After trying several traditional methods of pain relief,
Cassidy developed an out-of-the-box approach. He
tackled countless hours of research to better understand
the various methods of massage, chiropractic care, and
the treatment of traditional injuries. He discovered that
there was a void in self-care. There was little opportunity
for an individual to take care of their body on their own.
This is when he created the massage ball and founded
TriggerPoint.
Today, TriggerPoint is part of Implus Footcare, LLC, an
organization managing category-leading brands renowned
for superior quality, innovative design, and heritage.
Implus proudly distributes to over 75,000 retail outlets
across North America and over 70 countries worldwide
and has expanded TriggerPoint's reach across the United
States and internationally.
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2002
The TP Massage™ Ball
launches and Cassidy sells
them out of the trunk of
his car at local races.

2006
TriggerPoint expands
the line with Deep Tissue
Collections.

2009
The GRID®, the original
hollow core foam roller, is
launched.

2014
TriggerPoint expands their
foam line with the NANO®,
STK®, and T-Roller®.

2014
TriggerPoint expands
reach and distribution
by joining Implus.
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The Foam
Roller Family
Let's Roll!
TriggerPoint™ created a collection of foam rollers to offer a full progression of selfcare options. The line falls into three basic categories: solid foam rollers, hollow core
foam rollers and vibrating foam rollers. Users can progress through these categories
depending on comfort level, rolling experience and physical needs.
Each foam roller has a different density to deliver a specific type of massage. Our
solid foam rollers contour to the body to address the superficial muscles of the
body, where as our firmer, hollow core rollers are more rigid and address the deeper
muscle tissue. Our vibrating foam roller, the GRID VIBE™, combines firm density
with relaxing vibrations to address deeper muscle tissue while minimizing muscle
pain.
Every TriggerPoint foam roller is designed with our
signature GRID® pattern which replicates the feeling
of a massage therapist’s hand; low and flat like the
palm, tubular like the fingers, and high and firm like
the finger tips. This patented multi-density pattern
channels blood and oxygen through the tissue,
helping to alleviate common muscular discomfort
and increase circulation.
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Signature
GRID Pattern
®

High & Firm
Like the finger tips

Tubular
Like the fingers

Low & Flat
Like the palm
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TriggerPoint
CORE Roller

™

Roll, Relax, Release
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The TriggerPoint CORE solid foam roller delivers moderate
compression for comfortable relief. Its high-density EVA
foam, with a patented multi-density surface pattern,
channels blood and oxygen to muscles to break up knots and
increase mobility. The CORE Roller is the ideal foam roller
for those new to foam rolling or recovering from an injury.
Softer, less intense compression than the GRID
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Available in three sizes to roll where you work, live and travel
Includes access to free online instructional videos

18”

12”

CORE Roller™ Mini

CORE Roller™

#21126

#203906
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GRID
Foam Roller
®

Roll It Out
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The GRID®, the original hollow core roller,
features a patented multi-density foam
surface that delivers firm compression
like a sports massage while channeling
blood and oxygen needed to repair
muscles. The GRID is the ‘go-to’ roller
to release muscle pain and tightness,
improve mobility, increase circulation,
and is recommended by sports doctors,
chiropractors and physical therapists.
Hollow core makes it firmer than traditional foam rollers
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Available in three sizes to roll wherever you work, live and travel
Superior construction won't break with repeated use
Includes access to free online instructional videos

26”

13”

GRID®
1.0

12

GRID®
2.0

GRID® 1.0

black

orange

pink

lime

camo

#350013

#350006

#350464

#350327

#350358

GRID® 2.0

black

orange

pink

#350235

#350228

#350471
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GRID X
Foam Roller
®

Roll Into Deep Relief
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The GRID X was created to break through the body’s
toughest, tightest trouble spots to improve mobility and
reduce muscle pain and soreness. This extra firm foam
roller is for athletes with dense muscle tissue and anyone
who prefers a deep tissue massage.
Twice as firm as the original GRID
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Superior construction won't break with repeated use
Includes access to free online instructional videos

GRID® X
#350488
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GRID VIBE
Foam Roller
™

Feel The Good Vibrations
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The precision engineered GRID VIBE vibrating foam roller
pairs foam rolling with vibration technology to relax tight
muscles, increase range of motion, relieve pain and improve
overall movement.
Extra firm foam with a small diameter targets deep muscle tissue
One vibration frequency optimized for muscle relaxation and pain relief
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Rechargeable battery port with AC charger
Includes access to free online instructional video library

GRID VIBE™
#20986
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NANO
Foot Roller
®

Treat Your Feet
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The NANO relieves aches and pains and targets tension
in the small muscles of the foot and forearm. The raised
tips replicate the feeling of a massage therapist's finger
tips, to channel nutrients directly to the tissue and
improve circulation.
Use while seated or standing to relieve aches and pains
Convenient size is perfect for the gym, office or on-the-road
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Sweat proof and easy to clean material

NANO®

NANO® X

#350525

#350518
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STK

®

STK It To The Pain
20

The STK, a multi-functional handheld foam roller, can be
used seated or standing to roll, release, and relieve minor
aches and pains. The AcuGRIP® handles allow user-controlled
pressure for a comfortable massage, and can be used to
anchor on tight spots for acupressure relief.
AcuGRIP handles provide targeted compression to release knots
and tightness
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Available in two densities- regular and extra firm
Sweat proof and easy to clean material

STK®
#350501

STK® X
#350495
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The STK
Contour

™

STK It To The Pain
22

The STK Contour handheld foam roller wraps around
muscles while rolling to relieve tension and improve
mobility. Foam surface comfortably compresses the
muscle to release discomfort and tightness, while the
hourglass design surrounds the muscle while rolling to
increase circulation and speed up recovery.
Flexible design contours to muscles
Compression for targeted relief
Rolling increases circulation
Lightweight and travel friendly

STK Contour™
#21127
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STK Sleek

™

STK It To The Pain
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The STK Sleek massage stick compresses and rolls across
muscles to improve flexibility and optimize movement. The
AcuGRIP® surface provides moderate compression and
grips the skin, while rolling decreases muscle tension and
improves circulation.
AcuGRIP material grips muscle
Compression for targeted relief
Rolling increases circulation
Lightweight and travel friendly

STK Sleek™
#21129
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AcuCurve Cane
Pin Down The Pain
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The AcuCurve Cane features an ergonomic design to target
muscle tension, specifically in hard-to-reach areas of the
neck and back. The extra firm drop tip offers deep tissue
compression to release total body tightness, while massage
ball base design can be used to safely relieve tension
around the spine.
Ergonomic, easy to use design
Premium massage for muscle recovery and improved mobility
Compression for targeted relief

AcuCurve Cane
#21130
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Foam
Massage Balls
Roll On The Spot
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The MB1®, MBX® and TP Massage™ Balls provide direct deep
tissue compression for fast relief of aches, pains and muscle
fatigue. Designed to replicate the pressure of a massage
therapist’s thumb, the TriggerPoint™ massage balls are ideal
for targeting tightness and discomfort in small muscles or hard
to reach areas.

TP Massage Ball
The original massage ball is a versatile massage tool made with a firm core, wrapped
in cushioned material to provide a safe level of targeted deep tissue compression.
Comfortable cloth material for gripping the skin’s surface
Provides targeted deep tissue compression and will change shape with
increased pressure
Convenient size for travel and portability

The MB1 and MBX massage balls are designed with a slip
resistant texture to enhance product stabilization. The EVA
foam surface is sweat proof and easy to clean.
MB1 Massage Ball
Foam surface grips the skin for a more effective massage
Deep tissue compression for targeted relief
Convenient size for travel and portability

MBX Massage Ball
Foam surface grips the skin for a more effective massage
Extra firm density delivers targeted deep tissue massage
Convenient size for travel and portability
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TP Massage™ Ball
#350457

MB1® Massage Ball
#350051

MBX® Massage Ball
#350068
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MB5
Massage Ball
®

Roll On The Spot
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The MB5 massage ball replicates the pressure of a massage
therapist's elbow to relieve tightness and restore movement
in hard to reach muscles like the glutes, hips and shoulders.
The 5" diameter elevates the body to target and release muscle
tension for increased range of motion.
Targeted compression releases tightness in large muscle groups
Lightweight and travel friendly
Sweat proof and easy to clean surface

MB5® Massage Ball
#350075
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GRID Ball

™

Roll On The Spot
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The GRID Ball is ideal for anyone seeking mild, targeted
massage to relieve muscle pain and tightness. The 5-inch
diameter elevates the body to target hard-to-reach areas
like hips and shoulders, while the signature GRID pattern
channels blood and oxygen as you roll.
Premium massage for muscle recovery and improved mobility
Softer, less intense compression than the MB5
GRID pattern channels nutrients directly to tissue to aid in muscle repair
Lightweight and travel friendly

GRID Ball™
#21128
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MB2 Roller

®

Twice the Relief
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The MB2 Roller offers two settings to target key back muscles
that support proper posture and upper back mobility. The
adjustable length can be locked for use on small muscles
around the spine, or extended to target the larger muscles of
the back. The MB2 Roller is ideal for releasing tightness that
causes back pain and restricts mobility.
2x

Two settings to target different areas of the back
Targeted compression for pinpoint relief
Portable for on-the-go relief
Sweat proof and easy to clean

MB2 Roller®
#203913
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MobiPoint
Massage Ball
™

Roll On The Spot
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The MobiPoint massage ball targets tightness and tension
in the small areas of the hands and feet, and its compact
size is perfect for on-the-go relief. The raised tips stimulate
circulation and soothe discomfort that keeps you from
moving well.
Targets tightness in hands and feet
Portable and easy to use
Sweat proof and easy to clean

MobiPoint™ Massage Ball
#203937
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Deep Tissue
Collections
Unlock Your Body
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Foundation Collection
#350044

Performance Collection
#350037
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Foundation Collection
A collection of four deep tissue massage products and
education designed to target deep muscle tissue and restore
movement in the top four muscles that keep you moving.
Foundation Collection Includes:
•
The FootBaller™ releases tightness in the foot and lower leg
•
The Baller Block™ elevates the lower leg to target deep muscle layers
•
Two MB1® Massage Balls provide targeted compression to release tightness
•
Access to TriggerPoint's video portal with four instructional videos showing
how myofascial compression techniques unlock soft tissue in the lower leg,
glutes, hips, and pectoral muscles

Performance Collection
A collection of six deep tissue massage products and
education designed to target deep muscle tissue and
restore total body mobility.
Performance Collection Includes:
•
The FootBaller™ releases tightness in the foot and lower leg
•
The Baller Block™ elevates the lower leg for deep tissue compression
•
QuadBaller™ releases tightness in large muscles like the quadriceps,
hamstrings and adductors
•
Two MB1® Massage Balls provide targeted compression to break up
painful knots
•
TP2 Ball Sleeve couples two massage balls to release tightness and
discomfort in the back
•
Access TriggerPoint's video portal with 12 instructional videos and ebook
on how myofascial compression techniques unlock soft tissue for total
body relief and improved mobility
43

Consumer
Education
TriggerPoint™ Video Portal
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• Create your own personal profile
• Build a custom library of follow along and how to
videos, so you can you can roll, recover and keep moving
• Access the most up to date TriggerPointTM education
• Videos available in SD or HD
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GRID VIBE™
Discover the benefits of vibration plus foam rolling technology. Learn to
release key muscle groups, help restore flexibility, and enhance ease of
movement with the GRID VIBE video instructions.

CORE ROLLER
Roll, release and recover with easy-to-follow CORE Roller
instructional videos.
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GRID® METHODS
Learn to apply simple foam rolling methods along five key areas of the
body with follow along videos.

DEEP TISSUE ESSENTIALS
Unlock your body and improve mobility with easy-to-follow myofascial
compression techniques for the Deep Tissue Collections.
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Professional
Education
Online Courses
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GRID Foam Rolling – Foundations: $49
Fundamentals of foam rolling using the GRID®
Foam Roller

Myofascial Compression Techniques –
Foundations: $99
Fundamentals of Myofascial Compression
Techniques using the Performance Collection

Foot and Lower Leg Mobility: $49
Applications of Myofascial Compression
Techniques to improve foot, ankle and lower
leg mobility

TriggerPoint 2.0: Advanced
Applications of Myofascial
Compression Techniques: $99
Advanced applications of Myofascial
Compression Techniques

Learn more at:
tptherapy.com/learn

*Accreditations may not be applicable to every course.
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Professional
Education
Live Courses
TriggerPoint™ offers accredited, practical-based education
courses centered around our systematic approach to foam rolling
that teach how to use a variety of tools designed to restore natural
movement, minimize risk of injury and move better.
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Foam Rolling: Principles and Practices – 4 Hours

Learn the practical application of foam rolling
Learn the fundamentals of myofascia, review the latest self-myofascial release
(SMR) research, and dive into the TriggerPoint SMR movement philosophy
using the GRID® foam roller. Walk away with practical knowledge and hands-on
experience coaching and cueing movements that can be scaled for all client levels.

Multi-Tool Mobility: Advanced Self-Myofascial
Release Techniques – 8 Hours

Expand your knowledge of foam rolling with mobility tools
An expansion to our Level 1, Foam Rolling: Principles and Practices course, learn
the foundational concepts and methods of foam rolling on a variety of mobility tools
across 15 areas of the body and 29 different releases. Discover the why behind the
effectiveness of foam rolling and how to know which tool works best for your client.

Myofascial Compression Techniques: The Evolution of
Foam Rolling – 8 Hours

Advance your knowledge of SMR beyond foam rolling
Take your knowledge beyond foam rolling by learning the practical applications
behind TriggerPoint’s deep tissue tools designed to increase mobility and improve
performance through improved biomechanics. Covering 14 areas of the body,
this course provides an in-depth knowledge of how to use and teach Myofascial
Compression Techniques to increase the performance and training results your
clients demand.

Assessments to Performance: Using Mobility as the Foundation
of Function – 4 Hours

Master assessment based programming for better mobility
Unlike its predecessors, Foam Rolling Principles & Practices and Myofascial
Compression Techniques: The Evolution of Foam Rolling, this course covers
fundamental principles of human movement science, including anatomy, joint
motion, function and dysfunction. Learn the logic behind assessment based
programming to design and implement an effective self-myofascial release program
utilizing the MB5® Massage Ball and MB2 Roller®.
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Marketing
Support
A one stop TriggerPointTM
shop for your customer!
• Durable and double-sided design
with interchangeable hooks and shelves
• Easy to assemble
• Organized product display
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You don’t have to
figure it all out on
your own.
We offer product handouts with simple
instructions, so you can learn the best ways
to roll. Available in print and digital formats.
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All Eyes On
™
TriggerPoint
In The Media
RUGGED

STYLE

HOW TO LOOK
ROUGH & READY
ALL YEAR LONG

Dude, are those trunks Dsquare

d2?
Yup. Got ’em on sale!

Let Those Muscles

every bit as effecti
ve
for us weeke nd
warrio rs, arguab ly
the fastest way to
undo the damag e
of
a pickup ball game,
a Tough Mudde r, or
a vigorous session
on the Wii. But most
amate urs think they
can get by with a
couple of Advils and
a
bag of frozen peas.
“Sure, you can
use an ice pack over
your knee,” says
Aaron Nelson , head
of the Phoen ix Suns’
vaunte d athletictrainin g team. “But
if you have overall
body sorene ss, an
ice bath is the only

way to go.” The
scienc e is solid:
Cold reduce s joint
inflamm ation and
constr icts your blood
vessels, which then
dilate when the body
warms up post-b ath.
That’s when your
muscle s get a rush
of
blood, which flushe
s
out lactic acid—t he
stuff that’s causin
g
your next-d ay aches.
I didn’t fully realize
the benefits until I
trained for my first
marath on. A much
faster, far more
serious runner friend
recom mende d the
bath to soothe my
sore knees and balky
hamst rings. So
after a misera ble
twenty -mile jaunt,
I
hobble d to my corner
store and bough t
two bags of ice.
I dumpe d the ice
in the tub, filled it with
water, and stared
into the abyss. When

NOVEMBER 2013

WWW.GQ.C OM

After Usain
Bolt won three
gold medals at the
track-a nd-fiel d
world championship
s
this Augus t, he
Instag ramme d a
video. “I’m about to
do one of the hardes
t
things I’ve ever
done in my life,” he
said. Then he sat in
a
bathtub filled with
ice water, calling out
to God as it reache
d
his nether regions.
Pretty much every
profes sional jock
these days conclu
des
his worko uts with
a pulse- racing , ballshrive ling ice bath.
And guess what: It’s

82
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GQ.COM
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2013

—BILL BRADLEY

Roll Out the Knots
• The easiest, most
travel- friendly foam
roller money can buy.
Like your very own
inanim ate physic al
therap ist, it’ll help
break up muscle knots
from your lower
back down to your
calves .
$65 | tpthera py.com

Give Yourself a Pulse

More Gain

Be a total hardass like Dutch
advent urer Wim
Hof: Pretend not
to notice the chill.

$160 | 2 xu.com

SCHIELE (3)
; HENNY BO
OGERT

NOVE MBER 2013

MEET
THE NEXT
L BRON

t swea r by ice baths
redu ce musc le soren
to
guys? Our man plung ess. But do they work for
regul ar
es in and emerges
a believer

I finally summo ned
the courage to get
in, the sound I made
was equal parts
shriek and primal
scream . And yes,
there were George
Costan za levels
of shrink age. Like
a
frighte ned turtle!
The glacial water
felt like a thousand
tiny needle s poking
my skin. But when
I ran the next day, my
legs were surprisingly
fresh. My creaky knees
and calf cramp s?
Gone. That tight-a
sa-rope hamstring?
Couldn ’t feel it.
Since then, I’ve
develo ped strateg
ies
to distrac t myself
from the wintry water
temps. Sometimes
I’ll
enjoy my ice bath
with
a refres hing beer and
a blaring mixtap e.
Or
I’ll listen to ball games
on the radio and yell
at the play-by-play
guy, to my girlfrie nd’s
amuse ment.
Basically, I’ll
do whatever it takes
to soak for twelve
to fifteen minute s;
anything less isn’t
worth the trouble.
“It takes somew here
betwe en three and
five minute s for the
body to get used to
that biting and stingin
g
feeling,” Nelson says.
“But if you jump out
in that window, you’ve
defeat ed what you
tried to accom plish.”

JOSEPHINE

Recover Like a Ch
amp:
The Post-Worko
ut Ritual
Every Pro Depend
s On
Athle tes from every
spor

THE G
GUIDE TO
BUSINESS
TRAVEL

Breathe

• Compression spande
x
Carme lo. 2XU’s recove isn’t just for
increase blood circula ry tights will
tion,
deliver ing more oxygen thereby
muscles. If you’d rather to your ailing
your girlfriend on her not look like
way
them under your clothes to yoga, wear
.

• This intimid ating
device
and relaxes your muscle contra cts
s to help increase
blood flow. Fear not
the
curren t’s only as intens electro de: The
e as you make it.
$650 | marcpro.com

FROM TOP L
E F T: C H I P L
ITHERLAND
;

ER
MICH AEL FASS BEND

CONFESSIONS
OF A DRONE
PILOT

CLOCKWISE

N
THE LEADING MA
HOLLY WOOD’S
R
BEEN WAITING FO

>HOW TO PACK,
WHERE TO EAT,
WHAT TO WEAR
& HOW TO HAVE
FUN ON YOUR
BOSS’S DIME

Less Pain

S Q U A R T E R LY
GENTLEMEN’

FitEne
ss REME
EXT
TH
DIET THAT JUST
MIGHT REBOOT
YOUR BODY

IVE SMART
LOOK SHARP + L

MICHAEL
FASSBENDER

Three (Warmer)
Ways to
Beat Muscle Sore
ness

EDGE

GEAR

THE JACKET’S
LINING ABSORBS AND
RETAINS YOUR
BODY HEAT.

fitgear

On
the
Run
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2. Main squeeze

Waring’s brushed
stainless-steel juice
extractor whips up
fresh vegetable or
fruit juice lightning
fast (thanks to its
extra-wide feed
chute) and features
an oversize 32-ounce
juice cup. But what
testers loved most
was how easy it was
to clean — all its parts
are dishwasher safe
and the rest wipes
clean with a sponge.
$70, waringpro.com

› OXYGENMAG.COM . DECEMBER

2015

3. Prep pal!

Whipping up healthy
meals for the week is
a snap with Cuisinart’s
Elemental 11 food
processor. The BPAfree device slices and
shreds everything
with ease (even foods
that are never fun to
cut up, such as tomatoes and nuts) and
eliminates accidental
messes by locking its
blades in place when
you’re pouring out
ingredients.
$150, cuisinart.com

4. Training partner

Ryka’s Kinetic is one
seriously versatile
training shoe. The
low-profile footwear
is super supportive and features a
breathable mesh
upper, a rounded
toe for more wiggle
room, and a rubber
outsole with circular
pivot points that make
twisting and turning
a breeze.
$65, ryka.com

5. Get a grip!

Give your fingers
a friend the next time
your workout takes
you out in the cold
with Salomon’s Active
Glove U. These
lightweight breathable gloves feature a
special touch-screen
fabric so you can use
your phone or music
player without having
to take them off.
$25, salomon.com

6. Rub the right way!
If soothing your
aching muscles from
head to toe sounds
like heaven, the
Trigger Point Wellness
Collection makes
that dream a reality.
The therapeutic selfcare program walks
you step by step (via
videos accessible on
your tablet) through
a series of deeptissue techniques and
comes with a variety
of balls and rollers.
$130, tptherapy.com

PHOTOS OF ITEMS 1, 8 AND 9 BY PETER LUEDERS

Whether you plan on spoiling a friend or simply rewarding yourself for staying true to
your workouts, we’ve got you covered with this year’s fittest finds. By Myatt Murphy, CSCS
1. Snuggle up

COLDGEAR
WEREWOLF JACKET

PrimaLoft Silver insulates the
Under Armour windbreaker with
minimal bulk. A magnetic zipper
locks out cold. $185, ua.com

TRANSPORTER

Gear that lets you
take the fit lifestyle on the road.
by Mark Barroso

Great gifts!
The Valencia hoodie
from MPG boasts a
substantial fleece that
is soft to the touch as
well as a flattering slim
fit. Its warmth extends
past your wrist and
neck, as the extra-long
sleeves have a thumbhole in the cuffs, and
you can wear the hood
either up or snapped
down with a strap.
$60, mpgsport.com

GHOST 7 GTX These
Brooks incorporate a Gore-Tex
membrane to keep feet dry.
$150, brooksrunning.com

7. Grab this bag

Baggalllini’s Have It
All-Weekender Bag
doesn’t make you sacrifice style for being
practical. Made from
a water-resistant,
lightweight (but
durable!) fabric, the
bag features multiple
pockets — including
a mesh one for shoes
— and front straps
for your yoga mat or
beach towel.
$98, baggallini.com

8. Nice neck!

When the hard work
in the gym is over, will
you be stepping out
into a cold parking lot?
The Soybu Jordyn
scarf is a great accessory to keep the chill
out. It tucks away
nicely in a gym bag,
and it’s made from
a cotton/acrylic blend,
so you can throw it
in the wash.
$28, soybu.com

9. Stand out

Made from Supplex,
these Body by Brazil
leggings stretch to
fit perfectly, plus they
dry quickly and don’t
retain odor. The
gorgeous tropical night
graphic will remind
you of lazy summer
strolls on the beach,
and it won’t fade
even after repeated
washing.
$78, bodybybrazil.com

10. Above water

As smart as it is sleek,
bobble Infuse is a
water bottle that
thinks of everything.
It’s BPA-free, comes
in six cool colors and
gives you options on
how to hydrate.
Sure, you can use
it like a regular bottle,
but its unique center
cage also lets you
either add a carbon
filter or add fruit
or vegetables to
infuse your water.
$15, waterbobble.com

11. Super snacker

Testers loved the
convenience of West
Bend’s clear air hot
air popcorn machine.
The popper not only
makes up to 4 quarts
of popcorn in less
than three minutes
(about as fast as
microwave popcorn,
minus the oil, fat and
chemicals), but its slim
shape also takes up
minimal space on
a counter.
$50, westbend.com

DECEMBER 2015
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GRID STK This portable

intense foam roller from TriggerPoint will keep you loose and
mobile. $35, tptherapy.com

THE GLASSES
ARE TREATED TO
BE WATERAND SMUDGERESISTANT.

12. Trailblazing tread

New Balance’s new
women’s 910v2 trail
shoe is built for those
times when you need
to take your workout
off-road. Stylish yet
sturdy, it’s designed
to really grip the grit —
and it does, according
to one trail-obsessed
tester. The 910v2 is
equally comfy and
chic, so you look
good while your feet
feel fabulous.
$110, newbalance.com

. OXYGENMAG.COM ‹

Pack multiple clean meals into
Fitmark’s BPA-free cooler bag.
$100, fitmarkbags.com
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MUSCLE & FITNESS

FLUX

Gargoyles’ polarized lenses
withstand impact to 103 mph.
$155, gargoyleseyewear.com

POWERBEATS2

WIRELESS Clip-on buds
with Bluetooth connection
and remote-controlled audio
allow for hassle-free training.
$200, beatsbydre.com

NOVEMBER 2014
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TriggerPoint
Connection

™

#RollWithUs
Follow us on social media to #LearnMore tips on how
to #MoveBetter and what’s new with TriggerPoint!

facebook.com/TriggerPointPerformance
@tptherapy
56

@tp_therapy

We want you to #RollWithUs!
Tweet, share and tag us in how you roll with #TPTherapy
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IMPLUS-EU
Rue Gustave Eiffel / Z.I. Limay Porcheville
78440 Porcheville - FRANCE
Product information contact: +33 (0) 1 79 98 10 17
Order / Shipping information contact: welcome@implus-eu.com
Video instructions available at www.tptherapy.com/watch
© 2017 Implus Footcare, LLC
TriggerPoint™ is a trademark of Implus Footcare, LLC.
All content and intellectual property are owned by Implus.
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TriggerPoint™ products are available at select retail stores
nationwide and online at www.tptherapy.com

facebook.com/TriggerPointPerformance
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@tptherapy

@tp_therapy

